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ISHITA GUPTA PRESS + SPEAKING
OFFICIAL BIO
Ishita Gupta is the founder of Fear.less Magazine, the digital magazine profiling leading
entrepreneurs, thought-leaders and innovators on how to live without fear. Called “Fast
Company meets Oprah” by its 15,000 readers, Fear.less features Guy Kawaski, Tim O’Reilly,
Julia Cameron, Danielle LaPorte, Steve Pressfield, Ramit Sethi, Howard Zinn and hundreds more.
On her way to attend medical school, Ishita decided she’d be better off catering to her inner
entrepreneur instead. She studied documentary photography (and made a short film about a
Nobel Peace Prize winner) and graduated from Seth Godin’s Six Month Alternative MBA where
she learned real-world style entrepreneurship and how to harness the power of the Internet.
Ishita went on to help Seth Godin launch his book, Linchpin: Are You Indispensable? and was
featured in the book, a bestseller in business in 2010. She became Head of Media at the
Domino Project, a publishing venture powered by Amazon.com and helped launch 6 bestselling
books, including 80,000 copies of “Read This Before Our Next Meeting.”
A storyteller, speaker, and writer, Ishita runs a consulting house and online business helping
people build self-confidence, thrive as business owners, and live without fear to create the
life they love. Since diving into personal development a decade ago, she’s spent the last five
years helping people specifically build self-worth enough to pursue their dreams, and works
privately with clients who are driven and serious about living up to their potential. She teaches
digital courses and writes about these topics.
Ishita speak at conferences around the U.S. on entrepreneurship and personal development,
and has spoken at World Domination Summit, TEDx, Startup Princess, Next Generation Health,
Business Growth Summit, Young Female Entrepreneurs, and more. She’s also been featured in
numerous online interviews, including Prologue Profiles, The Rise to the Top, the Huffington
Post, Marketing Over Coffee, The Creative Penn, and has written for Forbes, American Express
Open, Positively Positive, Business Insider, and Shambala Publications.
Ishita is based in New York. Find her at ishitagupta.com and fearlessstories.com.
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ISHITA GUPTA PRESS + SPEAKING
SPEAKING TOPICS
My passion is speaking about entrepreneurship and its intersection with personal
development. Topics include building self-reliance + confidence, overcoming fear,
building a sustainable business, and how to create a life you enjoy. Using my personal stories and experience launching Fear.less digital magazine, building a lifestyle
design consulting business, and working in the digital + media world, I explain how to
feel accomplished doing work you love while fulfilling your potential.
I don’t mince words. My goal is to ignite change and action in the people I speak to
and I’ve spoken to a variety of audiences including small business owners, health
care professionals, authors, innovators, and coaches.
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SPEAKING TOPICS + EXPERIENCE
How to Feel Lasting Self-Confidence
in Business + Life
How to Build a Personality Brand and
Stand Out Online
Sustainable Entrepreneurship:
How to Build Your Business + Life
So it Works for You
How to Overcome Fear and Use It To
Your Advantage
Innovation: How to Do It Without
Forcing It
Build Your Toolbox for Life + Deal
with Adversity
How to be Self-Reliant and Own
Your Life

“The Courage to be Fearless” - Design Your Life Camp,
October 2013. Atlanta, GA.
“Being Fearless in Finding Your Path” Entheos: WTF Should I
Do With My Life Conference - April 2013, Online.
“How to Get Confidence in Your Life + Business” - April 2013,
Online product.
“Confidence in Business” Young Female Entrepreneurs
Conference, March 2013, New York, NY.
“Innovate Your Way Out of Fear” TEDx Hartford, September
2012. Hartford, CT.
“How To Survive Your Dreams” IM48 Conference, October
2012, New York, NY.
“How Adversity Will Lead You to a Great Life” World
Domination Summit, July 2012, Portland, OR.
“Innovation in Health Care” at Next Generation Health,
April 2012 New York, NY.
“Digital Publishing Insight From The Domino Project”
Book Breakthrough, July 2011 New York, NY.

More Results with Less Effort:
How to Use Self-Care to its Fullest
Lessons in Business, Publishing +
Entrepreneurship

“How to Feel Capable, Confident, and Rock Out Your
Business” Keynote Speaker at Startup Princess, September
2011, Online.
“Getting Media Attention For Your Work” at The Op-Ed
Project, New York, NY.
“The Real Keys to Business” at Business Growth Summit,
November 2011. Online.
“F*&k Fear: How to Not Let Fear Hold You Back”
PJ Conference, October 2011. Online.
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PRAISE + WHAT PEOPLE SAY
national conference for women entrepreneurs and she provided valuable insights for

“

“

Ishita is a soulful, igniting speaker and
master storyteller. We were thrilled to have her keynote our
our audience of business owners. She was the perfect mix of strategy and motivation,
and her experience and charisma made it easy to establish her as a trusted industry
expert. Her style is magnetic and she was the highlight of our event.

KELLY KING ANDERSON + MICHELLE McCULLOUGH, STARTUP PRINCESS

“

“

Inch for inch, Ishita might be the most compelling
speaker I’ve seen yet. I saw 150+ speakers on our road trip across America for X
EVENT, and very few rivaled the energy, intelligence, and charisma of Ishita. Her story inspires and her
delivery keeps you engaged at all times. If you’re looking for a speaker to inspire your audience to take
action, Ishita is your only choice.

MARIO SCHULZKE, FOUNDER IDEAMENSCH AND IMX10

Fear” panel. Her ability to engage the audience with wisdom, humor, and advice, and
her synergy with the other speakers made this one of our most successful events.
MARISSA VICARIO, NYC COORDINATOR - YOUNG FEMALE ENTREPRENEURS

Ishita’s story was accessible, relatable,
and totally genuine - she is truly a force for change and

“

“

“

“

Ishita brought a breadth of knowledge
and experience to the Young Female Entrepreneur’s “Clear Your

authenticity. Like the best stories, her 2012 TEDxTalk focused on the journey, not
the destination. Ishita embraced fear as part of her journey and shared her vision
for how to use it as a catalyst for revolutionary innovation.
BRIAN WADDEL, TEDx ASYLUM HILL ORGANIZER

More testimonials at http://ishitagupta.com/#praise
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IMAGE GALLERY
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ALCHEMY OF TRUTH + ENTREPRENEURSHIP
I BELIEVE:
That you control your life. That letting it “happen” is not an option.
That you can be yourself and be fearless.
That real confidence is not a mystery and is available to you right now.
That you can magnetize the right resources, opportunities, and people to you.
That unconventional advice and tactics work.
That you are not the imposter of a great, remarkable life. You’re the owner of it.

EXCERPTS FROM ISHITA’S CONFIDENCE MANIFESTO + DECISIONS GUIDE
ownership means you want to be responsible for your own life. It means going through
“Taking
discomfort and wanting to deal with your fears instead of distracting yourself. You decide that

life doesn’t happen to you, it happens because of you. Ownership gives you mental toughness
that makes life easier. Ownership means choosing, and choosing is always brave.

”

“Self-esteem is the foundation of good decision-making ”
She’s not prettier. He’s not smarter. They’re not hipper. The only thing that’s stopping you from
“fulfilling
your true potential is comparison and self-judgement.
”
parts of you are necessary, even the dark spots because they all serve a function. Insecurity
“ALL
show us we need to take more action or express ourselves more authentically.
”
emotions drive your life. They dictate how you act, what you say and what you do; they’re
“Your
behind that new pair of shoes and the reason you stay in a bad relationship. We all move
.

toward the feelings we want, love and connection, and away from the feelings we don’t want,
sadness or boredom. Your emotions seem to be behind the scenes but really, they run the show.

”

“No one but you knows what you need to make your best life possible.”
need people who already align with the best and boldest version of your life, who see
“You
the direction you’re headed and have experience with your problems. You want people already
on board with you owning it, and who’ll ask you hard questions to bring out your desires. If
that’s your family and friends, keep them around. But it’s unlikely that they will be.

”

search for clarity might produce an answer, but you’ll find more of what you’re looking
“Your
for when you stop running from what scares you.
”

INTERVIEWS + MEDIA
Where Real Innovation Comes From: Ishita’s TEDx talk on innovation and fear.
On youtube and TED.com
How to Pursue Your Dreams Without Fear: Prologue Profiles: Dan interviews Ishita on her fears,
how to start a venture, and how she got to where she is now.
Wish You Had a Rewind Button? Positively Positive: Eric’s site with over a million readers.
Ishita writes about mental strength, wasting opportunities, and moments you wish you had a
rewind button.
My Big Decision: Ishita’s interviews with blogger Seth Godin, Apple Evangelist Guy Kawasaki,
Fast Company’s Alan Webber, and Proctor & Gamble’s Jim Stengel in Elevate, Grant Thornton’s
financial magazine. (Multi-media + article)
Doing The Work: Resistance, Fear, and Getting Down to Business. Ishita’s Interview with
Steve Pressfield.
Entrepreneurship is the New Women’s Movement: Forbes Magazine Online
What Matters Now: Ishita edited this ebook with Seth Godin. 100+ of the most well-known
thought-leaders talking about what matters to them most.
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